
Songwriter’s GuideSongwriter’s Guide
Go ahead and choose a working title for your first song!   ___________________________________________________

You’ve got something to sing about, so put down a few ideas:  ______________   ,   __________________  ,  _____________

In order to write good lyrics, you need to keep the listener engaged with the who, what, where, when, why and how of what’s happening. 
Song lyrics should be an expression of your own feelings and thoughts using realistic language. Get inspired using sensory aware lyrics 
with taste, touch, sight, sound and movement elements. Great songs have contrasting parts! Think of your verse as a part of the song that 
contains a lot of the small details, inviting the listener in for more. The chorus delivers an exciting payoff, and repeats a few times.

• Tell the story using small detailed moments
• Set up a scene from a characters point of view
• Describe something and every detail about it
• Tell the who, what, where, when, why and how
• Answer questions in creative ways

I had a dream about my best friend
Running through the field from end to end
Throw me a stick, toss me a ball
I’ll be by your side, at your beck and call

Example
Verse

Example
Chorus

This is my dog
My dog, my dog, my dog
He’s a happy dog
He gives me love

• Summarize the main message of the story
• Use repetitious melodies to identify the song by
• Illustrate why the big idea is true or important
• Carry the big idea and main message points
• Hit home on the big idea and repeat

Verse is used to.. Chorus should..

________________________________Name of Artist ______ ____Tempo Key

Storytelling in a song
is not an easy task, but 
you’re well on your way 
towards writing your 
first work of art!

Step  Title My Song1

v v

Allan Portera

a dance day celebration song       dance love
dance with me



Let’s start by jotting down some initial ideas for your song lyrics.

Come up with repetitious melodies for the chorus to identify the song by.  
Write down a few ideas and start to develop a melodic motif among them all.         

Write more details regarding the big idea. Don’t be afraid to be highly descriptive here. Who, what, where, when, why, how?

Highlight key moments in your story using great detail.

For example: Because “my dog, my dog, my dog” is repeated in 
the chorus,”My Dog” would make a good title for the song.

What’s the big idea of the song? 

Step  What’s The Big CHORUS Idea?2

Step  Detailed VERSE Moments3

I know a dance that will put us in the groove
I hope that you will join me in my dance
Withtout you dancing I am dancing off the deep end
I’m all about having a dance with you
We’ve got to dance a lot to make a modern man sing

We’ve got a chance
I feel your love
We’ve got to dance a lot

I Just want to dance with you
I know a little dance 

I just want to dance



Building key visuals will help you along the writing process!

List key Instruments

Words that rhyme

Emotions or feelings

Step  Imagery, Moodboard, VIBE..4

Use this area to draw ideas or attach photos to help inspire your lyrics

guitar
drums
bass
vocals

longing for
hopeful
romantic

Groove
Mood
You



Example Verse lyrics

Example Chorus lyrics

Remember to distinguish a melody in the verse and repeat it a few times
Use shorter notes while singing the verse and longer notes during the chorus. Also, try to pitch your 
notes lower during the verse and higher during the chorus as a general rule. More words on the verse 
and more excitement should come through on the chorus. Got it?

Your voice will be at it’s highest pitch in the chorus, so find the right key that fits for you.

The verse 

The chorus

I had a dream about my best friend

Running through the field from end to end

Throw me a stick, toss me a ball

I’ll be at your side, at your beck and call

The green meadow fields with flowers growing

His ears were flopping while the wind was blowing

I looked down and he had a smile

It warmed my heart, so we stayed for a while

This is my dog

My dog, my dog, my dog

He’s a happy dog

He gives me love!

This is my dog

My dog, my dog, my dog

He’s a happy dog

He gives me love!

Step  Start Writing!5

I know a little dance that’ll put us in the groove
I hope that you’ll join me to celebrate the mood
A dance off the deepend is where I wanna be now
A dance tonight with you is what I’m all about
I’ll be there waiting for you to dance with me
We’ve got to dance a lot to make a man sing

I just want to dance because I feel your love
We’ve got a chance right now to let this be
I just want to dance because I feel your love
We’ve got to dance a lot to set this free



Example: Use C Major as a root note..

The C and G chords are the most commonly used root notes in the major scale and the easiest to play. Once you’ve chosen a root note for 
the song, you can map everything out so you know all of the chords in the major scale you chose. The chords in the major scale will sound best.
The general theory rule of the Major Scale is illustrated by WWHWWWH, if you don’t know what it means don’t worry, just choose C or G!

Mark your notes in the major scale boxes below, remember the 2,3 and 6 chords are minor chords..

The root note is your home base or the note you typically start on.
The second note in this example song will be a 5 chord, or Major 5.
After that the Minor 6 or 6 chord will follow.
And we’ll end the progression with a Major 4 or 4 chord. 

1,5,6,4 is a common chord progression

Major 1 minor 2 minor 3 Major 4 Major 5 dim 7

We ommited 
the diminished 7
for simplicity..

minor 6

1 chord 2 chord 4 chord 5 chord 6 chord3 chord

WHOLE WHOLE WHOLE WHOLE WHOLE HALFHALF

C  dm   em    F  G  am

Example: Use G Major as a root note..

ROOT minor 2 minor 3 Major 4 Major 5 minor 6ROOT minor 2 minor 3 Major 4 Major 5 minor 6

G am   bm    C   D  em

Choose a root note in the major scale. If you choose C as your root note, C will be your 1 chord.

Step Time to Choose  Chords6

Root note

Examples
1,5,6,4 chord progression with a root note of C : C, G, a minor, F
1,5,6,4 chord progression with a root note of G : G, D, e minor, C
1,5,6,4 chord progression with a root note of D : D, A, b minor, G        

D

D       Em       Fm          G          A           Bm      



For simplicity, we chose a very popular chord progression called a 1,5,6,4 in the key of C.
Other variations of chord progressions exist such as.. 1,6,4,5,  1,4,6,5,  6,4,1,5, and 4,1,6,5.

We assume you already know a few strumming patterns, so please choose a strumming 
pattern you are comfortable with and strum through the 4 chords. Strumming patterns during
the verse are usually more sparse than the chorus, so start slow and play the chords clearly.

Map out your 4 bar chord progression
The 4 chords you choose will be repeated twice during the first verse over the length of 8 bars.
TIP: Use a 4  chord or 5 chord as your last chord to make it loop around better!

Now choose your chords!

1 chord 5 chord minor 6 4 chord

C  G  am    F  
Example: Using C Major as a root note

How to play 12 of the most commonly used chords
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Step  Choose VERSE Chords..7

C Major

v

D        A        D        A

A majorD major A majorD major
xxx ooo

•• ••••
xxx ooo

•• ••••



v

v

On the verse, we start with a 1 chord, or the root note of C, followed by the 5 chord, the 6 chord
and the 4 chord. The first verse will go on for 8 bars and then the chorus will go on for 8 bars.

To add contrast and make the song more appealing, let’s create a new chord progression. 
Our chorus will contain some new chords found in the same major scale we created in step 6.  

In the chorus section example, we are going to start on the same root note of C using it as
the first chord in the new sequence followed by the 3 chord, the 4 chord and the 5 chord. 
This makes the new chorus chord progression a 1,3,4,5 in the key of C.

Time to choose another chord progression!
These 4 chords will be repeated 2 times during the 8 bar chorus.

1,5,6,4 Chord Progression

1 chord 5 chord 6 chord 4 chord

Example Verse Chords

1,3,4,5 Chord Progression

The song will be structured like this:
Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, Chorus.

This is referred to as a ABABCB Structure.

1 chord 3 chord 5 chord4 chord

Example Chorus Chords

C     em  F      G 

Step  Create The CHORUS8

C  G  am    F  

D        G       Em       A     A      E minor     G  D 
xx o ooo
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Example Bridge Chords
Many songs include a bridge to break up the 
repetition after the 2nd Chorus. A bridge should
introduce even more contrast and depth to a song. 
Many bridges modulate to different keys or offer
up a surprise element to the song, perhaps a 
guitar solo or instrumental breakout.
 
If you need more chords, choose some notes that 
are outside of the major scale you wrote in step 6.
Notes outside of the major scale are called 
borrowed chords, which are used to create a 
sense of change or catch the listeners attention. 

When in doubt, have fun and keep it simple! 

Map out your bridge chords! v

v

Keep the chords the same!

Introduce a new melodic hook

Switch to a new set of chords

Make a dynamic shift

Insert a good old key change

Utilize different lyrics

Go for a solo instead

Change up the tempo

Change up the rhythm

Break the rules!

Step  Let’s Build A BRIDGE!9

Bb  Ab  Bb  Ab

Bb  Ab  G  G

He lost his bone 

on a thundering night

hot on a trail, 

no bones in sight

Wherever it is, 

it’ll be alright

It’s table scraps 

for me tonight 

Example Bridge lyrics

7,6,7,6,7,6,5,5 Chord Progression in C MinorGuitar solo
Same chords as chorus

D        G       Em       A

     A      E minor     G  D 
x xx o ooo o ooo o o

••• • •• •••• •



Note down all of the chords you came up with so far on this page and try to remember the verse as an A section and the chorus as a B section.
That leaves you with a bridge as the C section of the song. Learn all 3 sections so you can play them at a comfortable pace.

Remember the structure of your song is  Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, Chorus  Same as: A,B,A,B,C,B.

Label section A  _______

       _________           _________               _________                       _________ 

Label section B  _______

Example: Chorus

Example: Verse

Label section C  _______

Example: Bridge

Chords

       _________           _________               _________                       _________ Chords

       _________           _________               _________                       _________ Chords

Step  Map Out All of The Chords10

A majorD major A majorD major

      G    Em      A  D 

      Same as chorus

Chorus

Bridge

Verse

xxx ooo
•• ••••

xx o ooo
••• •• •

xxx ooo
•• ••••

xo ooo o o
•• •••



Many popular songs use a very dynamic arrangement similar to the one above. First, they include a 4 or 8 bar intro to set the stage for the song.
They also use pre choruses to build excitement leading up to the chorus parts and have outros to end the song on a different note.

It’s time to play what you have so far from start to finish. Here is the song arrangement so far.

Verse 1 Chorus 1

8 bars8 bars

Verse 2

8 bars

Chorus 2

8 bars

Bridge

8 bars

Pre 

4 bars

Pre 

4 bars

Intro

4 bars

Chorus 3

8 bars

Outro

8 bars

x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

x 2

A B A C BB

Verse 1 Chorus 1 Verse 2 Bridge Chorus 3Chorus 2

8 bars 8 bars 8 bars 8 bars 8 bars8 bars

Verse 1  Chords Chorus 1 Chords

Verse 2 Chords Chorus 2 Chords

Bridge Chords Chorus 3 Chords

v

v

v

Step  Put it all Together11

D        G        E       A D        G        E       A

D        G        E       AD        A        D        A

D        G        E       AD        A        D        A



Verse 1 

8 bars

Other time signatures also exist..

3/4, 2/4, and 6/8 etc..

Tap 4 times
per bar

Tap 4 times Tap 4 times Tap 4 times repeat..repeat..repeat..repeat..

Most popular songs use a 4/4 time signature, so for this song we will also use 4/4. 
This just means there are 4 beats per bar.
Start by tapping your foot once on every beat. Since our song has four beats per bar, tap your foot four times per bar. 
Keep your foot consistent and steady! Make sure you are tapping at a comfortable speed that allows the song to be played. 

v

 Tap your foot on the beat while playing your strumming patterns for the first verse

The speed you are tapping at is called your tempo. 
You can use a metronome to match it to exactly what tempo you want.

A simple method for counting bars, is by counting like this: 1234, 2234, 3234, 4234, and so on..

Verse 1 = 8 bars = 32 foot taps 

1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar

4 bars 4 bars

Chorus 1

8 bars

Verse 2 Bridge

8 bars 8 bars

Chorus 3

8 bars

Chorus 2

8 bars

Step  Find A Good Tempo12



4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps< --- Line 1    Chord 1 

< --- Line 2    Chord 2    

< --- Line 3    Chord 3   

< --- Line 4    Chord  4

< --- Line 5    Chord  1

< --- Line 6    Chord  2

< --- Line 7   Chord 3   

< --- Line 8    Chord  4   

   

Play and sing the first 8 bars of your verse!

Now that you can play to a beat, let’s start adding in lyrics. Start timing your lyrics out while tapping your foot to the beat!

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps

4 foot taps< --- Line 1    Chord  1

< --- Line 2    Chord  2

< --- Line 3    Chord 3   

< --- Line 4    Chord  4   

C   
G  
am    

F  

Step  Practice Singing and Playing13

I had a dream about my best friend

Running through the field from end to end

Throw me a stick, toss me a ball

I’ll be at your side at your beck and call

I know a little dance that’ll 
put us in the groove
I hope that you’ll join me 
to celebrate the mood
A dance off the deepend 
is where I wanna be now
A dance tonight with you is 
what I’m all about

D
A
D
 A

D
A
D
 A



Verse 1

It’s time to write down the final lyrics you will be choosing for your song.

Chorus 1 Verse 2

Try humming a vocal melody that fits over your chord progression, then try to match up your melody with the lyrics. If you want the focus to be
on the storytelling, keep the vocal melody simple. If you want the focus to be on the melody, use more dramatic changes in your vocal melody.

Step  Write Down The Final Lyrics14

I know a little dance that’ll 
put us in the groove
I hope that you’ll join me 
to celebrate the mood
A dance off the deepend 
is where I wanna be now
A dance tonight with you is 
what I’m all about

I know a little dance that’ll 
put us in the groove
I hope that you’ll join me 
to celebrate the mood
A dance off the deepend 
is where I wanna be now
A dance tonight with you is 
what I’m all about

I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be
I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be



Chorus 2 Bridge Chorus 3

Make the song memorable by making all of the chorus parts feel similar with a reoccuring theme.
You can also ramp up the last chorus for an added bonus effect!

Step  Finish it up!15

I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be
I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be

Guitar solo I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be
I just want to dance
because I feel your love
we’ve got a chance right now
to let this be



Did you write too many words? Well, you can always add a 3rd Verse to the song! It’s never too late.
With a 3rd verse, the new structure of your song would be: Verse, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, Verse 3, Chorus.
Remember, that you can always put your own spin on things! 

Now that you’re practically finished, you can do even more by adding an intro and outro to what you already have.  
For the intro, just play the chords without singing, and for the outro, do some slight variation of the last chorus.

Notes for OutroNotes for Intro

A B A C BB

Intro Verse 1 

4 bars 8 bars
Chorus 1

8 bars
Verse 2 Bridge

8 bars 8 bars 8 bars
OutroChorus 3

8 bars
Chorus 2

8 bars

v

v

Step  Finish it up!16

Now that the song is finished, you can start adding other instruments.
Time to put your demo together!

Pick the notes out and strum verse Change chords to G,D,A



Many other variations of minor chord progressions exist such as.. 1,6,3,4,  1,7,6,5  1,4,3,6 and 1, 4,6,5

xx

• •••

B diminished
chord

v

Step  Add MINOR Chords!?17

Example: Using a minor as a root note..

Congratulations! You’ve written a song in a major key. How about trying something new in the minor scale? The a minor and e minor chords
are the most widely used root notes in the minor scale. The general theory rule of the minor scale is illustrated by WHWWHWW. If you don’t know 
what that means, don’t worry. Just choose a or e minor to keep it simple! Advanced players can start playing around with diminished notes!

Mark your notes in the minor scale boxes below, remember now the 1,4 and 5 are minor chords..

1,6,3,7 is a common minor chord progression!

minor 1 dim 2 Major 3 minor 4 minor 5 Major 7

We ommited 
the diminished 7
for simplicity..

Major 6

1 chord 2 chord 4 chord 5 chord 6 chord 7 chord3 chord

WHOLE HALF HALFWHOLE WHOLE WHOLE WHOLE

am    B  C  dm   em   F  G0
ROOT Dim 2 Major 3 minor 4 minor 5 Major 6 Major 7

Example: Using e minor as a root note..

em   F# G  am   bm    C  D
ROOT Dim 2 Major 3 minor 4 minor 5 Major 6 Major 7

Root note

To take things even further, make all 
of your 5 chords into dominant chords.

Examples
1,6,3,7 chord progresion with a root note of a minor : a minor, F, C G
1,6,3,7 chord progresion with a root note of e minor : e minor, C, G D

0


